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SEETIONS 263 ÃND 264 Og THE INCOUE TAX ÀSSESSI.ÍENT AEf AND
THE ITÍTERÀCÎION OF TEGAL PROFESSIONÃL PRIVILEGE

QUESTTONS år{D ANSWBS

- Peter Short (Chairnan):
Paul, you said on the guestion of the "bank's duty of confidence"
The duty is
that is not something you brush aside lightly.
you
you
into
and
taken
account,
"consider" it. Could
somethinq
you give me some examples of when you consider it and in fact
observe it?
Question

Res¡lonse - Paul Bray:

Nice guestion. I think when we are talking about what we have to
consider we have to be avrare of the fact that a bank does have a
duty of confidentiality to its clients and that to seek access to
a whole range of infornation about a bank's clients, while lre are
probably entitled to that information, it may well be that when
we take into aecount that matter, we have to give a lot of time
to a bank to get instructions from its client, and from the
clients' 1egaI advisers, particularly in relation to things like
1egal professional privilege. A bank will not always be able to
determine whether a document is privileged or not, and will have
to get inforrnation, or have to get advice from the particular
client, and will also have to get advice from perhaps the
client's legal adviser. So when r say "take it into account", we
have to be avrare that because of the duty of confidentility we
may have to give more time to a large bank, particularly if $te
are accessing the central office of a bank as distinct fron a
smalI country branch, when all !Íe are after is just one
particular client's accounting records. If we are after a large
range of recor.ds whj-ch could possibly apply across a 1ot of
clients, taking into aecount the duty of confidentiality means
that we are going to have to give more time than we probably
otherwise would have. ln some eircumstances that may last up to
weeks depending upon the range of potential clients tbat we could
be after.

- From the floor:
Pau1, you ¡nentioned in relation to privilege where the bank
concerned does not know whether it is privileged or not but you
will reguire a list of documents and a description of then. I
just query whether you have any po!üer to require it. If the bank
says no, sorry, vle are not going to give you a list, f suggest to
you that probably is the correct response.
Question
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Response

- Paul Bray:

Well r guess the kind of thing that I was suggesting is really an
informal arrangement. I agree there could be some doubt as to
whether we actually have power under s.263 to reguire that. T do
not know whether that would necessarily come within reasonable
assistance. But most of the kind of arrangements that I am
talking about are sort of informal arrangements between us and
the bank. I mean obviously the easiest and the most convenient
way to be able to do these thingc, where you just agree between
yourselves, is tl¡e best way to do it without having to resort to
any powers under the Act. Ànd certaínly if it got to the stage
where the bank !ùas refusing to do something like that, or perhaps
refused to agree to sornething like that, well then we would have
to consider whether I4¡e 90 to the court. But f guess the whole
point of this is that it is going to be hopefully built into the
sort of praetical guidelines bete¡een us and the community. I
would agree though that there perhaps is some guestion about
whether we could require it.
Res¡lonse - Brendan Sullivan:

I can comment briefly on that,. I think the guestion is easy to
answer. There is no reguirement. But I think a natter that
should be of concern to anybody who receives such a request is
whether in preparing the list, as f understand it the sorts of
lists which have been requested have been a list plus a
description. Now it may be that in listing the documents and
describing them one is disclosing privíleged natters which one
should not be diselosinq. And if you are in particular a bank
holding documents in respeet of which privilege might be claimed
by a customer, you nay be breaching the customer,s privilege and
your own dulies to the customer, in providing the list. so ít is
a matter which has to be eonsidered very carefully as to what
type of material is Provided.
- PauI BraY:
If I could just add to vshat Brendan is saying. r had a personal
experience this steek when we were trying to reach an arrangement
v¡ith some people in Sydney along those lines and that was exactly
the point that was raised, that in sone ways providing the kind
of naterial that we are after nay in some circumstances show what
the actual privileged infornation is. so obviously it is going
to be a matter that will have to be worked out as we 9o along.
We are only just beginning to have to take these matters into
account, so it is obviously going to be a bit of to-ing and froing between us and particular people.

Response

Question - John Walter (Clayton Utz):

of the matters which I would be interested in is the question
of the extent of legaI professional privilege in this situation.
In particular I had in mind the question of internal legal advice
One
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I also have in mind the guestion of documentary policy papers
attempt to create some form of legal professional privilege in
respect of a wide range of documents.
and

- Paul Bray:
I think in relation to the interesting guestion of in-house lega1
advice certainly Justice Wj-11iams in the Queensland Supreme Court
Citibank decision suggested that there was no difficulty in
applying privilege to in-house legraI advice. r certainly do not
I anri Cohen case and the
know that both the A ttornev!.laterford and Commonwealth case have set out any def inite
principles saying that all in-house 1ega1 advice will be covered
but then the Waterford decision was limited to advice which had
been given by Attorney-Generals to Treasury. Certainly Justices
Mason and Wilson seem to be suqgesting that it applied across the
board. But Justice Brennan was far nore limiting in his
comments. And of course the other point too is that if it does
apply and we would probably like to have it apply to our own inhouse advice as well. I am a lawyer, I have been admitted, and I
provide advice on certain 1ega1 things within the office. We
probably would like to have it apply to our own advice as
wetl. Now whether it can is another guestion and I think that is
a matter that is yet to be deter¡nined.
Response

Response

-

Brendaa Sullivan:

It raises the question as to whether you have provided the advice
in the capacity of the practising soticitor or in the capacity of
just discharging other functions.
Response

- PauI

Bray:

It cones very much back to when you are looking to particularly a
guestion ot mixed policy and 1ega1 advice. I think strictly
speaking advice provided on matters of policy is not covered I
would think by lega1 professional privilege. And I guess that
applies as much to us in the ATo as it does to anyone else. And
basically because I do not think it would satisfy the sole
purpose test in Gqan!---and---pow!-g. But as to how you would
practically go about differentiating the circumstances between
something that is pure policy advice and nothing more to
something that is legal advice, I think there is going to be more
litigation on that. I do not think it is clear-cut yet.
- Peter Short:
Welt if that is all you want it remains only for me to thank the
speakers on your behalf for an entertaining morning. Thank you
Conment

very

much.

